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ACHIEVEMENTS 
Linda Beamish: Achievements 2011-2012 
Research continued via the Internet, until finally to stage in 2011, by the end of which, all twelve 
websites had been written, (and draft copy prepared for the remaining ARK domains), and, (as taught 
by WEETU), the Internet was also used for blogging, networking and campaigning, trying to get the 
message out from the situation of rural isolation in the village of Wood Norton - while also working on 
architectural design projects, and by 2011/2012 achieved the following: 
1. Although not for community development (being a private eco-design project), in January 2011, 

Linda/Eco-Designs gained Planning, Conservation and English Heritage approvals for the mARKet 
house project, (The Market House, 17-17b Tuesday Market Place, King’s Lynn), which was to 
have been used as ‘Open Door’ teaching resources for students studying sustainability and 
sustainable construction units at The College of West Anglia through Tony Smith MA, Architect 
and Lecturer (and Mentor), Planning Application Ref: 10/01892/LB (viewable via the Planning 
Portal at the Borough Council of King’s Lynn & West Norfolk).  

2. Asked to work (in Spain) on the ecological design and build of an Eco-Resort by Howard and Jill 
Leftley, (friends and clients on the mARKet house project). 

3. At a meeting with Tony Smith MA, Architect and Lecturer held at The College of West Anglia in 
April 2011, (originally arranged to discuss the mARKet house project), Linda was asked to sell her 
research (to date) and, (upon seeing a couple of presentation slides), was asked to make the 
teaching resource packs for students studying (practical) units in sustainable construction, 
sustainable communities, environmental sustainability and the basic principals of environmental 
processes for the (Pearson) EDEXCEL BTEC subsidiary diploma in environmental 
sustainability, quoted prices circa £25 per 20-25 slide presentation pack, circa £50 per 
animation, and circa £100 per film documentary and interview.  

4. Promoted into the position of Group Moderator at the Eco-Village Network UK, (EVNUK), in 2011, 
by Investigative Journalist (and Broadcaster) Tony Gosling - and was later asked to help raise 
funds for EVNUK as well as for intentional Eco-Village (type) sustainable community settlements, 
(which also had no funding to cover start-up or basic administration costs). 

5. Avril Fox asked Linda to represent her as agent, to get her long awaited autobiography ‘The Long 
Road To Realism’ to the publishers - the net profits from which were to help cover the costs of 
running the ARK social enterprises and to build the ARK intentional showcase Eco-Village.  (By 
then aged 92 in 2011, Avril no longer wanted to represent herself publicly.) 

6. Became, one of twelve agents at the Borough Council of King’s Lynn and West Norfolk’s Informal 
Planning Meetings, (the application was seconded by Ian Bix, of Ian H Bix & Associates Ltd., 
Architectural Services).  It wasn’t possible to attend meetings after 2012 due to What Happened 
Next, (as page 10/11). 

7. Asked to submit the ARK’s proposals for the 2011 ‘Green Economy’ contest to (MIT) Climate 
CoLab by James Greyson, Head of the Blindspot Think Tank non-profit organisation (via Wiser 
Earth Organisation). 

8. In order to try to get help from volunteers, Linda met with Neil Godfrey at Voluntary Norfolk, whom 
then (a) provided further mentoring in developing the ARK, and the ‘ARK in the pARK’ Eco-Festival 
fund-raiser planned for 2012, and (b), helped to prepare a list of voluntary vacancies (all set to 
become paid positions upon achieving the help of the original volunteers).  The jobs vacancies list 
was then submitted to the ‘Jobs Vacancies’ section at Wiser Earth Organisation in 2011, and - 
within just three days, Linda received a telephone call from Permaculture design expert Tom Knoll 
(in the USA) to say Tom knew of many ethical investors both in the USA and UK whom he felt sure 
would want to invest their money in the ARK (having already by then withdrawn their funding from 
the bankers in disgust of their corrupt trading practices).   
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ACHIEVEMENTS CONTINUED 
• N.B.  ARK proposals for the ‘ARK in the pARK’ networked ‘LiVE’ launch and fund-raising Eco-

Festival were also discussed with (and approved with) Neil Godfrey and Tony Gosling (+) in 
meetings. 

9. Asked to write an article (on Networking) by a Professor at the Free School of Panoramic Thinking 
(in Eastern Europe) in 2011, (again via Wiser Earth Organisation). 

10. Travelled to Stroud to meet with a Director of Open Source Ecology (OSE) not for profit 
organisation, his family, and founding officers of the intentional Open Source Ecology Eco-Village 
(Stroud) to discuss (a) partnering (i.e. for the building of the mARKet house project and/or TAP the 
Tree ARK Project intentional showcase Eco-Village), and (b), to seek approval in broadcasting ‘the 
global village construction set’ of Open Source Ecology (OSE), both gaining tentative approvals.  
(N.B. Connection made via EVNUK.) 

11. At ‘The Gathering’ held at Monkton Wyld Court (Dorset) early in October 2011, Linda met with 
other members of EVNUK, Diggers 350, and attended presentations on Rural Planning, the 
Peasant’s Revolution, CoHousing, Co-Op and Co-Op Housing (Groups), basic ecological land 
management i.e. Permaculture, and ’The Land’ magazine (Author) Simon Fairlie, Chapter 7 TLIO, 
(expert in Rural Affairs and Rural Planning disputes), and made friends with others (who said they 
liked what they read of Linda’s work via EVNUK), including Lindsey Smith, (whom she met again at 
Occupy Norwich, and The Bank of Ideas, Occupy London where Lindsey was a General Officer).  
Lindsey wanted to help edit and load Linda’s research on The ARK Directory - voluntarily - in 
exchange for becoming Editor of the ARK Angels organisation.  At The Gathering, Linda also had 
a two hour (plus) meeting with Investigative Journalist Tony Gosling, one of the subjects covered 
being the ARK’s proposed Eco-Festival, (which also aimed to help to raise funds for the unfunded 
EVNUK, for communities, affordable housing, other non-profits + NGOs too). 

12. Early in 2012, (while trying to raise awareness of the ARK in the pARK), Linda was noted as being 
one of the top five contributors at Wiser (Earth) Organisation, (where there were in excess of 
70,000 not for profit organisations, including representatives of the UN and Quakers), and 
(through Wiser Earth), Linda joined a Skype conference, (including representatives from Wiser, 
Occupy New York, one or two other non-profits, and the United Nations). 

13. Asked to write an article for GreenMagz.info (in India), published also via Facebook. 
14. At a further meeting with Voluntary Norfolk’s Neil Godfrey early in 2012, ARK’s proposed tour (out 

from North Norfolk) to travel (primarily) villages and hamlets, (as well as attending Earth Day 
events, Eco-Festivals, Green Build, Eco-Build, and other ‘Green’ events, as well as networking to 
organise the ARK in the pARK networked live Eco-Festival fund-raising event), was approved, 
(discussed previously in 2011). 

15. Due to the fact that the vehicle purchased to use for the ARK’s flagship - for the launch of the ARK 
(2012) - didn’t work properly, (was fraudulently miss-sold and the suppliers wouldn’t give the 
refund due), it held-up the planned ARK in the pARK Eco-Festival, which was instead held as a 
Skype meeting with Willis Orum, Founding Officer of Genowa intentional Eco-Village Kenya, (which 
hoped also to become ARK Kenya - where Genowa means ‘hope’), and Steven Putter (Founding 
Officer of Imagine Rural Development Initiative [IRDI] Zambia) - who asked Linda to become an 
Ambassador for IRDI at the end of the Skype meeting upon discovering that Linda’s own vision 
was as his own. 

16. Contacted via LinkedIn by (TV) ‘Grand Design’ Green Design finalist Jay Hubbard (English 
Brothers of Wisbech), asking if Linda (her sons +/or others) would like to partner to help build one 
of Jay’s projects (in Downham Market) - explained no vehicle, no heat, no electricity, no bath, no 
laundry, etc. (then). 

17. Asked to work on a project in Burnham Market by the Honourable Diana McFadzean and Family, 
(ans. as 13 above). 
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